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BRIEF COMMUNICATION

Oculocardiac reflex: an unusual trigger during dental surgery
Vivek Arora, Alex Lee
VA Puget Sound Health Care System, Department of Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Abstract (J Korean Assoc Oral Maxillofac Surg 2021;47:335-336)
The oculocardiac reflex is a trigeminal-vagal reflex that manifests as cardiac arrythmias, most often bradycardia. The reflex can be triggered by manipulation of periorbital structures and unintended pressure on the bulbus oculi maxillofacial procedures. In this brief communication, we describe
an unusual trigger of the oculocardiac reflex during maxillofacial surgery that resulted in severe bradycardia. This case highlights the need for careful
securement of medical devices and attention to surgical technique to avoid undue pressure on draped fascial structures.
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Oculocardiac reflex (OCR) is a trigeminal-vagal reflex,
also known as the Aschner reflex. It can be triggered by the
manipulation of periorbital structures during surgery, most
often in ophthalmological, oral maxillofacial, and neurosurgical procedures1,2. For certain oral maxillofacial surgeries,
a Ring-Adair-Elwyn (RAE) nasotracheal tube is frequently
used to keep the endotracheal (ET) tube away for the surgeon’s field. Adequate fixation of a nasal RAE ET tube is
necessary to 1) prevent slippage and unintended extubation
and 2) avoid fascial injury, including nasal alar cartilage damage3. The curvature preformed on the patient end of the nasal
RAE ET tube needs to be adequately supported with either
commercially available headwear devices or other custommade alternatives such as surgical scrub brushes, surgical
gauze, foam pieces, and folded surgical towels positioned
over the forehead4. As shown in Fig. 1, this support under the
tracheal tube, if not adequately secured, has the potential to
slip onto the patients face and fill the orbit concavity. Note
that when working under surgical drapes, this can go unno-

ticed. This image displays the causative mechanism of OCR
in a 48-year-old male, who with no underlying cardiorespiratory disease, developed severe bradycardia during dental
implant placement under general anesthesia with nasal RAE
ET intubation. During the procedure, the heart rate gradually slowed from 80 to 50 bpm, culminating in an episode of
severe bradycardia (heart rate, 20-30 bpm) and hypotension.
The surgical procedure was halted, and preparations were
made to commence chest compressions. Concurrently, 0.2
mg intravenous glycopyrrolate was administered, leading to
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Fig. 1. A. A folded surgical towel is placed on the forehead to
support the Ring-Adair-Elwyn (RAE) tube. B. The folded towel is
noted to have slipped (arrow) from under the RAE tube into the
orbital cavity transmitting pressure from the surgeon’s hand above
the drapes on to the globe.
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the resolution of bradycardia and hypotension. At the time
of the incident, the cause of critical bradycardia was unclear.
At the end of the procedure following removal of the surgical drapes, a folded surgical towel was noted to have slipped
onto the orbit, thus transmitting pressure from the surgeon’s
hand above the drapes onto the globe. This case illustrates a
potential trigger for OCR, which can present as severe bradycardia during dental surgery with a nasal RAE intubation.
This reiterates the need for meticulous techniques, not only
while securing an ET tube but also on the oral surgeon’s behalf, to prevent undue pressure on draped facial structures.
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